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Translated by Gravity Tales Miao miao! The little thieving cat felt a lot of pressure. The little thieving cat
threw the old bronze coins into the air and caused a clatter as it landed back into its paw. The little thieving cat
seemed to go crazy by what it saw, and its eyes were filled with helplessness. The little thieving cat called out
to Zhao Feng, as if saying that he needed to pay it after waking up. It would recruit more disciples, but it
would give even-harder tests. Everyone could see the changes to the Ten Thousand Sacred Clan, but only
some of the upper echelon members knew the true reason. Precisely because they knew what it was, they were
stunned. These young disciples felt their blood boiling. Elsewhere, in the Ocean Smoke Pavilion, with a top
assassin protecting her, Bi Qingyue did everything more decisively. She was more courageous as she started to
expand the Ocean Smoke Pavilion. There were two Emperors and eight Kings in the group. Overall, this was a
very strong group of elites, and Supreme Emperor Dark Night was in charge of forming the assassination
organization, which was to be based close to the Misty Moon Island Zone. Emperor Withered Shadow was
also surprised and then spoke, "Master gave me a chance to restart. At the very top was an elder in deep blue
robes who floated in the air. They definitely want to fight against Earth Spirit Hall. A group of Void God
Realm experts had been slaughtered by a junior. If news of this spread, Earth Spirit Hall would lose all face.
The invisible aura made the entire space tremble, and the hall was dead-silent. Many Domain-level Kings felt
their blood freeze, and they became unable to breathe. They could only give up and wait for Sacred Lord Sky
Splitter to come out of seclusion. Not to mention that Zhao Feng was one of the biggest beneficiaries of the
Divine Illusion Dimension and had obtained multiple substandard God weapons. I will take action personally,"
Sacred Lord Sky Splitter said in a forceful tone and then disappeared into the darkness. The Elders within the
secret hall were filled with excitement. Three months later, he entered a misty forest. The weird forest only
had one simple and ugly wooden house next to a stream, but there were no living things within ten thousand
miles. Get straight to the point," a wrinkled elder inside the wooden house slowly said. On top of that, they
could get rid of the Ten Thousand Sacred Clan together. One three-star power was enough for the coastal
region. That junior should be Zhao Feng, right? Some news regarding the Divine Illusion Dimension had
entered his ears. After all, the Divine Illusion Dimension this time was a lot different from the past. In a
glorious hall, the Thirteenth Prince was extremely excited, "Mother, is this real? Your father has already made
an engagement with the Grand Elder of the Duanmu Family. She wore gold-and-silver robes and had love
written all over her face. She told the Sacred Emperor many times how much you liked Zhao Yufei. Even
Brother Second Prince might not be my match. The Second Prince was the oldest prince and one of the
favorites for becoming the Crown Emperor. He was extremely talented and had prepared almost a hundred
years for this battle. Since Zhou Chen dared to say such a thing, it meant that he was extremely confident.
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After merging the Fire of Wind Lightning into his Wings of Wind and Lightning, the distance he travelled
through every Lightning Wings Spatial Flash had increased and exceeded his imagination. Once the Nine
Darkness Demonic Lord gets close to me, the laws of his Little World will restrict me and put me in a
life-threatening situation. When there was a large difference in power, one could only use abnormal and
unique methods. Lightning Wings Spatial Flash! Zhao Feng became an arc of lightning and blinked into the
distance. A bright arrow surrounded by wind and fire suddenly shot toward the Nine Darkness Demonic Lord.
After shooting that arrow, Zhao Feng flew off once more. The Sacred Lord Intent and surge of demonic light
caused the air nearby to tremble. The ground below was pushed downward by the pressure of the Sacred Lord,
and countless cultivators were unknowingly killed. Some of the nearby Kings fell to the ground while those
that were weaker lost their consciousness. An arrow formed from scarlet lightning once again shot toward the
Nine Darkness Demonic Lord and exploded. Every time he got close to Zhao Feng, an attack like this would
appear. When one reached the Mystic Light Realm, their soul and body would be merged together and their
lifeforce would have exceeded the limits of mortals, similar to the Spiritual Race. Their recovery speed was
extremely strong, and they could ignore physical attacks when the difference in cultivation was big enough.
The Blood Devil Sun bloodline had the ignition effect when it touched the Nine Darkness Demonic Lord, but
unfortunately, due to the massive differences in cultivation, the flames of the Blood Devil Sun bloodline were
completely suppressed. They locked onto him and closed in from weird angles. If he tried to dodge them, the
distance between him and Zhao Feng would increase. The Nine Darkness Demonic Lord paused for a
moment, and then his expression became even uglier. Part of the Scarlet Lightning arrow actually passed
through the exchange with the Mystic Light Sacred power. His Mystic Light Sacred power kept on flying
forward while the remaining purple arrow of lightning shot toward his soul. Without having any guard up, he
took the brunt of the soul attack head-on, and most of it came from the God Tribulation Lightning that was
unable to be healed. He could feel that the power of the God Tribulation Lightning within the soul attack was
even stronger. The damage he took just now exceeded the total amount of damage he took earlier. Everything
within a thousand miles was covered by this sacred power and turned black. It can even control the laws of
Heaven and Earth in a certain area depending on the cultivation of the user. The Nine Darkness Demonic Lord
felt helpless that he had to resort to this. However, the Nine Darkness Demonic Lord suddenly released a
pressure that made him feel the danger of death. It was as if he was a demon from hell as he caused the space
nearby to crackle. Could that junior have used a secret technique? Looks like this junior has many secrets.
However, this had also revealed a hidden card of his, and he obviously still had to deal with a Mystic Light
Realm trying to kill him. On the contrary, after all the God Tribulation Lightning was used up, he would be in
an even-more dangerous situation. However, once his Sacred Lightning Body broke through to the 6th level,
he would have the ability to fight against the Nine Darkness Demonic Lord head-on and resist the laws of his
Little World to a certain degree. With a strong physical body and his Sacred Lightning Protection, he would be
able to ignore most of the attacks of normal Sacred Lords. On the other side of things, the lifesteal effect of his
Blood Devil Sun bloodline would be able to extend how long he lasted in a fight. Zhao Feng quickly took
some healing medicine, then focused on cultivating and using the Fire of Wind Lightning to refine his Sacred
Lightning Body. On the other hand, the Nine Darkness Demonic Lord was now a ball of demonic light after
using the Nine Darkness Sacred Power, and he charged toward Zhao Feng once more with unparalleled speed.
As Zhao Feng was now relying on the flaming chariot to fly, his speed was much slower than when he used
the Lightning Wings Spatial Flash, so the distance between them was quickly shrinking "Junior, die! He
believed that, with the addition of his Nine Darkness Sacred power, Zhao Feng would be unable to do
anything even with his monstrous physical defense. The instant the fake body disappeared, a faint disturbance
of Fire and Lightning True Yuan from another direction was sensed by the Nine Darkness Demonic Lord.
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Jan 10, Betsy rated it really liked it Girl walks into my library. Asks if I have any books on Ancient Greece.
Turns out the kid is so into Greek mythology that she is willingly learning more about the true history behind
that area of the world for her own personal knowledge. I show her what we have and then we get to talking
about mythology. Roll of the eyes. Double roll of the eyes. Kids also love comics. The world is formed, and
the Titan Kronos eats each of his children as they are born. However, he misses Zeus, the youngest child, and
as a result that particular god is able to grow up, free his siblings, and take arms against the Titans for control
of the earth itself. Has your dad ever tried to eat you? On the picture book side of things, he did Kapow yet
another comic-inspired title, and a popular one in my library at that. With this book he had one big hurdle to
leap: Make the myths logical. The thing about the Greek myths is that you can read them on paper all you like
but some things are just not gonna make a whole lot of sense. For example, we hear that Hestia has been so
long on the stomach of Kronos that she has nearly been digested and barely has a form of her own. All right,
smart guys. The author finds a way, and his words are not without their own rhythm and beauty. I liked little
things, like Rhea feeding her husband a stone baby instead of Zeus and the consequent line, "If Lord Kronos
noticed his newborn son had less warmth than the rest, he gave no sign. The repeated line that "Mother Earth
was still unhappy, for she loved all her children," is what leads to the defeat of the Titans and the rise of the
gods on the one hand, and perhaps the eventual destruction of the gods later on down the road. Superheroes of
Greek Myth by Charles R. Smith, illustrated by P. Craig Russell comes instantly to mind , so it makes a
certain amount of sense. And I did enjoy the fact that comic book facts keep working their way into the notes
at the end of this book. Or that the Cyclopes are like Cyclops the X-Men leader. I suppose the Wonder Woman
facts will have to wait for a later volume in the series when we finally meet the Amazons. The actual art in this
book has all kinds of small details as well. Kronos cut open his father the sky, so his eyes and mouth show
only the cosmos. His wife, Rhea, is also the daughter of the sky and the earth, but her pupils are crescent
moons, blue on blue. Baby Zeus, meanwhile, is raised in a cave and in one panel looks out at the sky. So
without a word you are reminded that Zeus has temporarily exchanged one mouth for another. Admittedly,
there is zippo racial diversity in the images here. By the end Zeus even has a white beard. The closest you get
to a change is a brown-haired Aphrodite. I suppose the argument for keeping them white was that Greek gods
are generally pretty scummy people, and would you really want to diversify their flaws? Greek myths are
many things, but child friendly? Apollo chased a girl to get a kiss and she was so freaked out she asked to be
turned into a tree. And how exactly did Zeus turning into a swan lead to Leda giving birth anyway? Zeus, after
all, is the original letch. So you do see him chasing girls without seeing them get caught. At one point Zeus
says that as a kid he used to think he could reach into the sky and take the moon. Metis informs him that
Selene, the moon, is much bigger than he is. I can grow pretty big. Accurate characters and personalities. Still
pretty kid-friendly in the end. This must have taken a fair bit of wrangling and shifting on his part. When she
was quizzing me on this new series, my young patron asked desperately, "I love Hestia. No one ever pays any
attention to Hestia. Will there be a book about Hestia? There will be a book on each of the twelve gods and
kids will be allowed to find their favorites instantly. Ages 9 and up.
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He needed to prepare. According to previous experience, this evolution was related to Zhao Feng, but the
evolution itself was generally random and unable to be controlled. Old Monster Xu is starting. With a wave of
his armguard, Zhao Feng disappeared alongside a flash of silver. The next moment, in the air above the Ten
Thousand Sacred Clan: A purple-haired figure covered in silver light appeared. A golden light covered the
forbidden grounds of the Ten Thousand Sacred Clan and started to form a large purple-golden whirlpool.
Emperor Ling Qiong nearby sighed. It had the ability to call the rain and summon clouds. The sacred light
slowly descended onto Old Monster Xu. The purple-golden whirlpool in the air seemed to obtain some sort of
power, and it started to quickly spin and absorb all the Heaven Earth Yuan Qi within several dozens of
thousands of miles. The force radiating from him was enough to shake Heaven and Earth. The Mystic Light
Sacred power had changed it completely. A pair of Scarlet Wings of Lightning formed on his back, and he
arrived where Old Monster Xu was in seclusion with just a flash. The two Emperors were even slightly
grateful toward Zhao Feng. Why is he trying to stop Grand Elder from breaking through? A purple light
started to form in his left eye. Lightning Wings Spatial Flash! In the next instant, he was already a thousand
miles away and surrounded by scarlet lightning. An invisible force radiated around him. Sacred Lightning
Dominating Body! He was like a golden lightning giant that crushed everything with his physical body. The
air crackled, and a skinny pale-white human figure was squeezed out. Blood dripped from his mouth. The
Cloud Silkworm Saint Butterfly quickly waved its wings, and a half-transparent multi-colored pollen landed
all over the male and into his soul. The skinny and wrinkled male felt his body go numb as he lost control of
his body and True Yuan. A half-transparent Yuan Soul started to leave the skinny body. The eyes of the
skinny male were full of fear as he did his best to struggle, but the soul attack, the God Tribulation Lightning
attack, and the effect of the Dream Pollen was still there. He had no chance to fight back at all. His Sacred
Lightning Body had reached the peak 5th level, and Emperors that had low states of existence would be
completely suppressed by him. All of this happened within five breaths. Five breaths to defeat an unrivalled
Emperor. Emperor Ling Qiong and the male in black robes were dazed. Now he had reached such a level after
only a few months? After the shock passed, the two felt lucky. The two Emperors rushed over, and Emperor
Ling Qiong gave a faint smile. The two were speechless. Although that was the truth, they still felt
uncomfortable when someone called the Grand Elder their servant. The scenery in the sky started to fade
away, and Old Monster Xu opened his eyes after a while. A Magnificent Power swept in every direction like a
storm. This aura ruled supreme above everything and even caused space itself to tremble. Zhao Feng and
company felt their True Yuan, bloodlines, souls, and Intents become suppressed. Everything within a thousand
miles fell into complete silence. Every action and movement of a Sacred Lord contained the Intent of Heaven
and Earth and their understanding of the Origin. Emperor Ling Qiong and the Emperor in black robes were
almost injured since they were caught off guard. Old Monster Xu slowly started to conceal his aura. His face
was red and had smiles all over it. All of this was because of Zhao Feng. In addition, Zhao Feng saved his life
just now. Although he was focusing on breaking through to the Mystic Light Realm, he was still aware of the
changes happening in the outside world. He put one hand on Old Monster Xu before disappearing alongside a
flash of silver and a spatial disturbance. This was the first time he had taken a Sacred Lord with him to
teleport, and the energy expended was more than ten times what it was in the past. Within the discussion hall:
Discuss the specifics with Bi Qingyue," Zhao Feng seemed to become more tired as he spoke. He then told the
two his plans of ruling near the ocean, but the specific plan still had to be discussed. They would wait for
Supreme Emperor Dark Night to return before expanding. Zhao Feng left for five minutes and came back with
an unrivalled Emperor slave for her to control. He entered a secret chamber and activated the restrictions
before falling asleep.
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He needed three portions for himself. Zhao Feng thought for a moment before resisting the urge to use the
Hundred Origin Sacred Honey right now. The later he used the Hundred Origin Sacred Honey, the more
effective it would be. Zhao Feng was waiting for the perfect moment. Absorbing the God Tribulation
Lightning was a daily task. His soul had almost exceeded the range of Emperors and was about to touch the
level of Mystic Light Realm Sacred Lords. Instead, he started to do so after comprehending it more
completely. However, his True Yuan was extremely thick in his True Yuan dimension. After merging with all
the True Yuan, the power of the God Tribulation Lightning could diminish dramatically. Zhao Feng could
only choose to merge it into the Fire of Wind Lightning right now; not only was its offensive power the
strongest, it also had the smallest quantity. Merging it into the Fire of Wind Lightning would mean that the
God Tribulation Lightning would be able to unleash its full power. Even his soul became heavy for some
reason. This aura seemed to rule supreme over everything else and made the Yuan Qi in every direction
tremble, as if it was bowing down to a saint. All Yuan Qi, including True Yuan, bloodlines, and Intent was
unable to escape from being suppressed by this aura. The sky within several thousand miles seemed to dim as
if darkness had descended. This power could flip Heaven and Earth around, and it had been never seen before.
His state of existence had ascended, and his eyes were black. His Intent seemed to contain a power that could
shatter Heaven and Earth. His voice resounded throughout the air like the ruler of Heaven and Earth. It was as
if no one could go against his will. Normal Void God Realms would probably be unable to talk back or even
breathe. Everything had been suppressed, including the flow of blood. Is it really worth it for you to personally
take action against a junior? Besides, even if I was willing, the power of the imperials is not to be looked
down upon," Duke Nanfeng took a deep breath and said. His every action and movement including breathing
were much heavier than usual due to the aura of a Mystic Light Realm. Mystic Light Realm Sacred Lords
stood at the peak of this era, and seeing any one of them was extremely difficult. As for the power of the
imperials, I will personally go to the Grand Imperial Hall and apologize to them. Since he took out the identity
of the Left Eyed Heavenly Emperor, then no one would say that he was a bully. How will everyone else look
at me if I just hand him over? No matter what, he would do his best. This was still under the fact that he had
reached the level of a Quasi-Sacred Lord. This was a power that only pure-blooded upper echelon imperials
could control, and it was the fundamental reason the Great Gan Imperials were in charge. The Nine Darkness
Demonic Lord knew that Duke Nanfeng was warning him about who the true ruler of the continent zone was.
Just at the two were in a stalemate: Zhao Feng felt that all power within the hall was suppressed by the aura of
a Mystic Light Realm. It was unknown who would win, but one thing was for sure â€” once they started
fighting, Zhao Feng would be immediately suppressed. He actually agreed to leave obediently? I owe you a
favor, and we can fight a Sacred Lord with our combined strength. After all, their strength had exceeded peak
Emperors, and they were both about at the level of a Quasi-Sacred Lord. His Intent and bloodline started to
burn as his battle-intent was ignited. Duke Nanfeng looked at the youth that was filled with battle-intent. With
a flash, a streak of black light instantly closed in on Zhao Feng. A loud explosion sounded near the barrier of
the island zone as a tall black demonic figure clashed with a small golden-blue giant. The instant they clashed,
explosions sounded around Zhao Feng. In just one blow, his True Yuan and bloodline were almost forced
back by the powerful demonic light that could suppress Heaven and Earth. I have to admit that I
underestimated youâ€¦.
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A ball of darkness surged over and turned everywhere it went into hell. The Nine Darkness Demonic Lord
focused and confirmed that it was the true Zhao Feng sitting on that weird chariot, and the black demonic
flames around his body instantly became stronger. The Magnificent Power of the Demonic Dao crashed over
like a tsunami. The flaming chariot was like a boat rocking in the waves, about to capsize at any moment. The
little thieving cat instantly jumped into the Misty Spatial World. He had continuously used a bunch of
resources that increased his body-strength, which decreased their effects dramatically. However, Zhao Feng
had already planned how he was going to use the Hundred Origin Sacred Honey, and even if he took it right
now, it was unlikely that his Sacred Lightning Body would be able to break through to the 6th level in an
instant. Zhao Feng got up and put the flaming chariot into his Misty Spatial World. He was like a demon from
hell, and his aura was spreading in every direction. He retreated and sent out a blazing red punch. Sacred
Lightning Dominating Fists! Large flaming fists thundered toward the Nine Darkness Demonic Lord. At the
same time, white light flashed from the Misty Spatial World. All of them were Bee Kings, and four of them
were colorful Bee Emperors. His Little World of darkness descended. The Sacred Lightning Dominating Fists
landed on the black flames of the Nine Darkness Demonic Lord and only caused a few ripples before breaking
apart, like paper landing on fire. Because the difference was too big, all the Bee Kings were completely
suppressed. Several hundred venomous bees self-destructed. This divine Intent turned into a spear of purple
lightning that shot toward the Nine Darkness Demonic Lord. He had fallen for it already, so he was prepared.
The God Tribulation Lightning within surged and wiped out everything in its path. Before he could react, the
black mist dissipated. All it did was delay the spear for a moment. At this moment, the Nine Darkness
Demonic Lord remembered the information he had received â€” Zhao Feng of the Purple-Haired Demonic
Duo had a mysterious eye-bloodline and specialized in soul attacks. He had forgotten about this. After all, no
matter how talented someone was in the Dao of the Soul, it was unlikely that they would be able to affect
Sacred Lords if they were only at the middle stages of the Void God Realm. However, this brat had concealed
himself from the very beginning and only revealed his true strength now. Before this soul attack, he had only
used around a hundred symbols of God Tribulation Lightning at once, which would slowly recover while he
was flying. The instant the Nine Darkness Demonic Lord was attacked by the lightning spear, a dark streak of
light flashed behind him. He roared in anger, and the world of darkness started to crackle as if it was about to
crumble. With a blink of darkness, Supreme Emperor Dark Night merged into the space and disappeared. Do
you know how high the Heavens and how thick the Earth are? Even now, his soul tingled. He specialized in
ambushing and killing opponents in one move. It looked like his master was going to retreat by using the
Misty Spatial World. It was already incredible that Zhao Feng was able to exchange blows for so long. White
mist appeared once more from the Misty Spatial World. Zhao Feng held the Sky Locking Bow with his left
hand, and he slowly took out a scarlet-golden arrow with his right hand. The Nine Darkness Demonic Lord
suddenly felt his soul hurt from the piercing sensation. A legendary substandard God weapon!? His eyes were
cold as he lifted the bow, and an invisible force started spreading. He started to tremble, but Zhao Feng
remained unmoved and pulled the bowstring. The instant Zhao Feng poured his True Yuan in, the God
Slaying Arrow seemed to awaken and release a sharp glow that lit up everything within ten thousand miles.
He burned his Mystic Light Sacred power and even its foundation in order to survive. Only now did he start to
regret not learning any escaping techniques. The more the bowstring was pulled back, the more the suction
force would increase. After that was his lifeforce, his perfect Blood Devil Sun bloodline, his Water-Ice
bloodline, the physical strength of his Sacred Lightning Bodyâ€¦ at the very end, this suction force travelled to
his Soul Intent, the purple Soul Sea, and his Eye Intent at the very middle. When the bowstring was
completely pulled to its limit, the figure of an arrow formed and gave off a screech of metal. At this moment,
the Nine Darkness Demonic Lord fifty thousand miles away shook as a metallic screech sounded in his soul. It
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was as if he had been completely locked onto, and no matter where he ran, the arrow would still hit him.
Infinite divine light shot through the sky and cleared all the clouds within ten thousand miles. A golden storm
blotted out the sky in the distance.
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